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SUMMARY 
This paper describes the circuits used in an analog-to-digital 
(A-D) converter designed for satellite application. The average 
power requirements a r e  minimized by using linear and non- 
l inear magnetic circuits wherever possible. The analog input 
voltage is encoded by sequential comparisons with a reference 
voltage. The sequencing is accomplished with one-bit magnetic 
ring counters and the reference voltages a r e  generated and 
summed in windings of blocking oscillator transformers. , , 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER FOR THE 
S-57 ION-CHAMBER EXPERIMENT 
by 
Joseph C. Thornwall 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes an 8-bit analog-to-digital converter (Figure 1) using magnetic-core and 
solid-state components in pulse operation. Al l  of the circuits a r e  pulse-type with the exception of 
two telemetry input amplifiers, one data output gate, one transistor flip-flop and a DC comparator 
circuit. The input amplifiers were necessary to improve the r ise  and fall time of the telemetry 
Figure 1 a-Analog-to-digital converter (unassernbled). 
1 
Figure 1 b-Analog - to-d ig  i tal converter (assembled). 
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Figure 2-System block diagram. 
I signals and the flip-flop w a s  required to con- 
vert  the output binary number pulses to DC 
levels suitable for use by the data handling sys-  
SERIAL BINARY 
DATAOUTPUT 
tem. Figure 2 is a simple overall system block 
diagram showing how this converter fits into the 
system. 
A pulse-circuit magnetic-core design ap- 
proach w a s  used for the following reasons: to 
minimize the average power consumption; to 
provide low impedance circuits to reduce cross  
coupling problems in a relatively high component density package; to make possible a high base 
current overdrive design, for good circuit operation a t  low temperatures, without increasing the 
average power consumption; to take advantage of the inherent reliability offered by magnetic com- 
ponents; and to make use of the multiterminal possibilities available in magnetic components and 
as a result reduce the number of components required. 
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This converter uses a comparison method of encoding the analog input voltage (Reference 1). 
Figure 3 is a simple block diagram of the converter. This block diagram wil l  be used to illustrate, 
element by element, the encoding method. The analog voltage to be encoded is applied to one input 
of a two-input comparison circuit. A reference amplitude pulse voltage is applied to the other in- 
put. An output signal from the comparison circuit w i l l  occur when the amplitude of the reference 
input pulse is greater than the amplitude of the analog voltage input. 
Binary Voltage Amplitude 
Weight (volts) 
2O 0.02 
2 1  0.04 
2 2  0.08 
There are eight voltage sources available from the reference pulse generators. Each of these 
eight voltages is weighted in a binary fashion and can be controlled to sum all o r  any combination 
of these weights. If the maximum analog voltage is 5.1 volts, then the minimum analog voltage 
weight is .02 volts. Table 1 is a list of the voltage values of all eight levels. 
The 400 cps clock input signal is applied to a sequencer, a control circuit and a gate. This 
input signal s e rves  to time and control the formation of the binary number. 
The word gate pulse input allows eight clock pulses to be applied to the converter during the 
gate interval. 
The sequencer provides a means of triggering the reference voltage pulse generators sequen- 
tially, from the most significant amplitude (Sa) first ,  to the least  significant amplitude (SI ) last .  
The control circuit is arranged to continue to trigger particular reference pulse generators. 
This circuit can continue to hold a reference pulse generator on the remaining bits in the word 
after the sequencer trigger. That is; S a ,  would be triggered for 7 more clock pulses; S, , for  6 
more; etc. Thus S the last bit of the word, does not require further holding. 
The comparison circuit is used to determine whether or  not the control circuit will continue 
to hold a reference voltage pulse generator. If a comparison circuit output signal does occur, 
when the sequencer t r iggers  a reference voltage pulse generator, then the control circuit will  not 
continue to trigger this reference generator on subsequent clock pulses. Conversely, if  a 
REFERENCE 
IN PUT 
COMPARATOR 
INPUT I 
VOLTAGE I 1 - L -  
GENERATORS 
S R  TO S i  
SEQUENCER 
400 CPS 
INPUT 
Figure 3-Encoding method. 
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Table 1 
Voltage Values for Reference Pulse 
Generator Outputs. 
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comparison output signal does not occur then the control circuit laill continue to tr igger this ref- 
erence generator on subsequent clock pulses. This represents  the two conditions in which the ref- 
erence voltage pulse amplitude has and has not, respectively, exceeded the amplitude of the analog 
input voltage. For  each reference voltage amplitude smaller  than the analog voltage input, the 
reference voltage generator added at that t ime will be held, and for each reference voltage pulse 
generator amplitude producing a reference sum la rger  than the analog voltage, the pulse generator 
added at that time wil l  be dropped for the remainder of the bits in the word. Any of the 255 pos- 
sible combinations can be found in just  eight intervals of time. 
The output gate in Figure 3 permits  a "one" to appear in the output whenever there  is no out- 
put signal f rom the comparison circuit, indicating that this binary weight is required; and it per- 
mits a "zero" to appear in the output whenever there  is an output signal f rom the comparison 
circuit, indicating that this binary weight is not required to represent the analog voltage amplitude. 
In this way the binary number is formed serially at the output as each comparison is made. 
To illustrate by an example, assume the analog voltage input is 3.55 volts. The first of eight 
clock pulses causes the sequencer to tr igger reference voltage pulse generator S,. This  produces 
a reference voltage pulse of 2.56 volts. This voltage is l e s s  than the analog voltage therefore the 
control circuit is set up by the comparator to continue pulsing this reference voltage pulse gen- 
e ra tor  for the remaining seven clock pulses in the word and a "one" is formed in the binary output. 
The next clock pulse produces a trigger f rom the sequencer output number 2 and at the same time 
the control circuit t r iggers  S, to produce a total reference voltage pulse amplitude of 3.84 volts 
(S,  + S i ) .  This is a larger  voltage than the analog input therefore the control circuit  is not s e t  up 
to trigger this reference voltage generator on the remaining clock pulses and a "zero" is fornied 
in the binary output. The next clock pulse produces a trigger f rom sequencer output number 3 and 
at the same time the control circuit t r iggers  S, to produce a total reference voltage pulse of 3.20 
volts (S, + S6) .  This is a smaller  voltage than the analog input, therefore the control circuit  is 
se t  up to hold this reference voltage generator for the remainder of the word and a "one" is 
formed in the binary output. If this procedure is followed for the remaining clock pulses it will 
be seen that the binary number 10110001 will  be formed. This  adds to a total of 3.54 volts o r  0.01 
volts less  than the actual analog input voltage. The accuracy can be no better than +0.02 volts, 
the minimum voltage increment. This means that any binary number may represent  an actual 
analog input voltage between the represented binary voltage number and a value just  under the 
represented binary number plus 0.02 volts. 
M E M O R Y  E L E M E N T  CONTROL C I R C U I T  
Figure 4 i l lustrates a famil iar  type of gating operation, using a bistable "flip-flop" and gate 
combination. This d-c p t e  controls the flow of a signal input, allowing it to be passed o r  blocked. 
depending on thc staff .  o! t!ic lliv-flop. The s ta te  of the fl ip flop is controlled by the set, r e se t  and 
toggle inputs. The fl ip flop is a lliemory element in this scheme which may o r  may not allow the 
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signal to appear on the output and continues to 
"remember" one way o r  the other, until com- 
manded to change. 
When duty-cycle requirements are low (as 
in this design), an analogous pulse-type mem- 
ory element is a more efficient gating control. 
Figure 5 shows such an analogous pulse-type 
memory element gate arrangement (Page 149 
of Reference 2). A nonlinear-core transformer,  
shown by the circle,  is combined with a linear- 
core  transformer in a one-shot blocking oscil- 
lator (BO) circuit, shown by the square marked 
BO. The three inputs to the nonlinear trans- 
former a r e  defined a s :  read, enable, and dis- 
able. In Figure 4 these t e r m s  are analogous to 
signal in, reset and set, respectively. If the 
nonlinear t ransformer has been previously en- 
abled, an output pulse will occur for each read 
pulse. If the nonlinear t ransformer has been 
previously disabled, there will be no output for 
each read pulse. The BO acts as a delay ele- 
ment and places the nonlinear transformer in 
the proper state so that, i f  an output does occur, 
the next read pulse will produce an output. 
SET 
TOGGLE 
INPUT 
INPUT 
FLIP FLOP 
D - C  GATE 
(RESET ON) 
RESET INPUT 
SIGNAL INPUT 
Figure 4-DC flip-flop and gate. 
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Figure 5-Memory element. 
There are four pulse widths to consider when using this circuit ;  t l ,  t2, t3  and t4 in Figure 5. 
Pulse width t l  should be equal to o r  less than pulse width t4. This is necessary because at the 
end of the time t4 the core  will be switched to the "1" state by the overshoot from the BO. If 
there  is a continuing read pulse during the overshoot interval the core  may not be switched into 
the "1" state, as desired,  because of the two simultaneous inputs of opposite sign. 
The read pulse was arranged to switch the nonlinear core  in 0.5 microseconds. This  switch- 
ing t ime was used to  obtain a large voltage per turn and at  the same time not produce a t r igger  
pulse too narrow to affect good triggering of the BO. More voltage could be obtained but for a 
smaller  period of t ime. A commercially available nonlinear core  was used in this application. 
This core  has a maximum switching t ime of the order  of 20 microseconds. If the disable pulse 
t2 is arranged to switch the core  in 20 microseconds then the tr igger voltage ratio between a read 
and a disable input will be 20/0.5 o r  40:l. This means that the number of turns  required to  pro- 
duce a peak voltage t r igger  pulse of 5 volts, 0.5 microseconds, during the read input will produce 
only a 5/40th volt, 20 microsecond pulse during the disable input interval. This is far below the 
minimum trigger voltage required to tr igger the BO. 
There is an additional tr igger pulse, occurring during the read pulse interval, that must be 
considered. This  is the noise voltage pulse produced when the iioiilinear core  has not been 
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enabled and a read pulse is applied. This  pulse causes the noise flux of the core  to  be switched. 
If sufficient excitation is applied to  switch the full flux in the core  in 0.5 microsecond, then this 
same excitation produces a 0.05 microsecond pulse when the noise flux is being switched. The 
amplitude of this pulse is 0.23v/turn in the circuit  used in this converter. This voltage must be 
kept below the BO trigger voltage threshold. Tests on the 2N861 t ransis tor  in the BO circuit  in- 
dicate that a 0.05 microsecond pulse has to have a magnitude of 4.2 volts to tr igger the BO. A 
6-turn trigger voltage winding produces a noise voltage of 1.38 volts peak, which is 1/3rd the BO 
trigger threshold. 
The enable pulse width, t3  may have any width sufficient to  switch the core.  The enable pulse 
may be applied to the input of the amplifier A (Figure 5) instead of to a separate winding on the 
core.  Also a single amplifier may be used to enable, read o r  disable a number of cores  
simultaneously. 
Figure 6 shows one application of memory element circuits. This is a toggle-input core  flip- 
flop made up of two memory elements with the BO overshoot outputs of each unit cross-coupled 
to the other unit. This flip-flop was used to obtain two-phase pulses for driving alternate shift 
l ines of the sequencer. In this circuit  the disable and enable inputs a r e  in ser ies ,  allowing a 
single pulse to control both elements simultaneously. In this connection, unlike that of the single 
memory element, he enable-disable pulse may switch the cores  at any speed. There is no re- 
quirement to switch slowly. This  may be explained as follows. The enable-disable input of Fig- 
ure  6 disables core number 1 and enables core  number 2.  If core  number 1 t r iggers  BO 1 the 
output from A 1  will enable core  number 2, which is in the same direction as the enable input. If 
core  number 2 switches the tr igger pulse to BO 2 is of the wrong polarity to tr igger this BO. This 
shows that there  are no spurious conditions in the circuit  that will  result in the wrong core being 
enabled o r  disabled because of a BO being triggered on a disable input. 
REFERENCE VOLTAGE P U L S E  GENERATOR I 
A circuit diagram of a reference voltage 
pulse generator is shown in Figure 7. This  
circuit is  the same a s  the BO circuit  shown in 
Figure 8 except that a nonlinear core  is used 
and a reset  is provided. Eight of these pulse gen- 
e ra tors  a r e  required for an eight-bit converter.  
A resistance pad w a s  used to adjust the 
amplitude of the binary-weighted voltage pulse 
on the output of each generator. This  method of 
adjustment was used because there  is a limit  to  
the amount of voltage step-down that can be 
achieved without seriously degrading the pulse 
waveform. The turns ratio on all of the pulse 
6 
Figure 6-Core flip-flop. 
1 N251 *
+ 
TRIGGER D1 
INPUT 
k T L U T  ff 1 
* OUTPUT f 2  
iC lN251 
RESET 
1 OOQQ LINE 
3000Q -3 N861 TRIGGER 
INPUT I 
Figure 7-Reference voltage pu Ise generator. 
Figure 8-Blocking oscillator. 
generators of binary weight 2'  o r  l e s s  w a s  
limited to 0.33. 
There a r e  two major reasons for using a 
nonlinear core  in this generator instead of a 
linear core; (a) smaller capacity coupling be- 
tween the output and primary winding, and (b) 
better waveform. The windings on a nonlinear 
core may be segment-wound and still produce 
an acceptable waveform. This is not t rue for a 
linear core transformer,  in which the windings 
must be distributed one over the other in order 
to obtain an acceptable waveform. Where capa- 
city is not a problem, the use of a linear core 
will  allow a l e s s  complex circuit. Figure 9 
shows the difference between the voltage output 
waveform obtained with the two cores. This 
difference is caused by a continually changing 
collector current over the width of the pulse 
with the linear core  and a substantially con- 
stant collector current  with the nonlinear core. 
This causes a change in the transistor V,, sat- 
uration voltage over the width of the pulse in the 
linear core and resul ts  in a droop in the output 
pulse, while the V,, saturation voltage remains 
essentially constant over the width of the pulse 
in the nonlinear c o r e  and results in a relatively 
constant voltage amplitude ac ross  the top of the 
pulse. 
LINEAR CORE WAVEFORMS. TOP TRACE IS COLLECTOR 
CURRENT, 20 mo./cm. BOTTOM TRACE IS COLLECTOR VOLTAGE, 
0.5 VOLT/CM. HORIZONTAL RATE, 1 psec/cm. 
NONLINEAR CORE WAVEFORMS. TOP TRACE IS  COLLECTOR 
CURRENT, 50 mo./cm. 
0.5 VOLT/cm. HORIZONTAL RATE, 0.5 psec/crn. 
BOTTOM TRACE I S  COLLECTOR VOLTAGE, 
Figure 9-NonI inear-core and I inear-core 
blocking osc i I la tor woveforrns. 
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Figure 10-Summing method for reference 
voltage generators. 
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Figure 11 -Test setup for measuring V, . 
Figure 10 illustrates the method in which 
the reference voltage pulses a r e  summed. Any 
stray capacitive coupling between the primary 
and secondary winding is not desirable because 
all of the voltage pulse sources a r e  connected 
in ser ies .  This shunt voltage from capacitive 
coupling a t  each source will  provide a spurious 
pulse a t  the output of the series-connected 
windings that will cause the desired inductively- 
coupled pulse to be modified. This spurious 
pulse was  reduced to a negligible value by using 
a nonlinear core and segmenting the output 
windings. The only source not affected by this 
coupling is S ,  , because it is at  ground potential 
and is unaffected by shunt capacity; therefore a 
linear core is used in this source. 
The peak pulse voltage output (V, ) was 
measured in the setup shown in Figure 11. It 
w a s  possible to measure the amplitude of the 
5 volt pulse to an accuracy of *1 millivolt with 
this setup. 
The number of turns on the feedback wind- 
ing (N, )  and the type of feedback diode (D,) 
were chosen to minimize the change in V, with 
temperature. The total resistance (R,,,) of a 
series-connected diode and base-to-emitter 
transistor junction may have a positive? zero,  
o r  negative slope as a function of temperature, 
depending on the magnitude of the applied voltage 
This suggests that there should be a n  optimum 
number of turns for N, , for a given diode and 
transistor,  that wil l  allow the change in R,, to 
compensate for the temperature changes of the 
transistor collector-to-emitter saturation r e -  
sistance and the effective resistance of the core. 
An optimum number of turns in N, w a s  found by experiment and resulted in a maximum change in 
V, of less than 0.2% over the temperature range of -20 C to +60  C. 
COMPARISON CIRCUIT 
Figure 12 is a circuit diagram of the comparison circuit (Reference 4). This circuit uses two 
dual N-P-N silicon transistors.  Transis tors  A 1  and A4 a r e  in one package; transistors A2 and 
8 
I +16V. TO 21V 
Transis tor  A3 will  remain cut off as long as the base-to-emitter voltage is either below the 
threshold voltage of this junction o r  is reverse biased by transistor A2. The d-c voltage appear- 
ing on the emitter of transistor A3 is a function of the 0 to 5 volt input voltage. If a positive 
voltage pulse, with an  amplitude sufficient to forward-bias A3, is applied to the reference input, 
A3 will  begin to conduct. This will  begin to bring diode D1 out of conduction. If the reference in- 
put pulse has sufficient amplitude arid width the collector of A3 will  eventually become more 
negative than + 8 . 2  volts and A5 wil l  be switched on. The resulting output pulse is further ampli- 
fied and used to t r igger  a BO. There is sufficient gain i n  the system so that a change of l e s s  than 
1 mv on the d-c input, at a threshold level, wi l l  cause the BO to trigger o r  not trigger. In other 
~ words the threshold e r r o r  is less than 1 mv. 
9 
0 TO +5V 
D - C INPUT 
1.2  pf  
R4L 1 ::{1N251 l- 
1 N251 
I 
-N. 
Figure 12-Comparison circuit. 
A3 a r e  in another. The type used here is the 2N2642, which has individual characterist ics similar 
to the 2N930. The triode matching characterist ics include a forward d-c current gain balance of 
a minimum of 0.9,  a minimum base-to-emitter-voltage differential of 5 millivolts and a base-to- 
emitter-voltage differential temperature gradient of 10 microvolts/"C. These characterist ics a r e  
acceptable provided the voltage differential of 5 millivolts and the gain ratio can be balanced out 
by the circuit. 
The circuit operates in the following way. The input to transistor A1 is biased sufficiently 
positive to insure that transistor A2 is conducting and transistor A3 is cut off. Diode D1 is biased 
in the forward direction by the current supplied by the +15 volt supply through the 56 kilohm re- 
sistor to the collector of transistor A2, which is at a potential of +8 .2  volts. The resulting voltage 
drop ac ross  this diode produces a reverse-bias voltage across the base-to-emitter junction of 
transistor amplifier A5. 
The electrometer output voltage, during range switching and voltage turn-on periods, can 
approach -15 volts. Also during periods of saturation the output voltage can approach + 15 volts. 
Zener diodes D4 and D5 were placed across  the input so that these large positive or negative 
voltages cannot appear on the base of Al .  
Diodes D2 and D3 are biased in the forward direction to provide a voltage to bias “on“ tran- 
s is tors  A1 and A4. This bias is necessary to eliminate the base-to-emitter junction threshold 
voltage. This diode voltage also var ies  with temperature in such a way as to compensate for the 
changes in the transistor base-to-emitter threshold. 
The values of res is tors  R1, R2, and R3 are adjusted to eliminate the unbalance in the circuit 
and to set the threshold voltage to zero. 
SEQUENCER CIRCUIT 
The sequencer and delayed sequencer are shown symbolically in Figure 13 (Pages 115-146 of 
Reference 3). The sequencer is s imilar  to a ring counter in which a single one is transferred 
f r o m  core to core  in response to the 400 cps clock pulses. The sequencer w a s  designed so that 
up to two cores  can be switched by the output of each core.  When each core reads out it switches 
the next core  in the sequencer, transferring the one, and at the same time a core  is switched in 
the delayed sequencer. That particular core  in the delayed sequencer then produces an output 
pulse after a time delay. This is a simple way of obtaining delayed pulses, a,’ through a;  , with 
only a single BO delay. 
I 
l a; a i  
,9:. Bo t 
I 
I 
I FLIP 
I 
ah a j  a ;  a ;  ! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I J; I 
400 CPS * 
CLOCK PRESET 
SEQUENCER 
Figure 13-Sequencer and delayed sequencer. 
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The output of each stage of the sequencer is used to trigger each reference voltage pulse gen- 
erator.  A negative pulse is required for  this trigger and is obtained from the output of core T2, 
in the case of the trigger for S,, at the time the one is transferred from T 1  to T2. A ninth core 
w a s  added to obtain a total of eight sequential pulses to trigger the eight reference pulse genera- 
tors .  This is required because a one is placed in T 1  during preset and T 1  does not produce a 
negative pulse on the f i rs t  clock pulse of the word. The ninth core is preset a t  the same time as 
T1. 
The delayed sequencer pulses a r e  required to set  up the control circuit elements. The delay 
allows each sequencer output to trigger a reference voltage generator and to permit the compari- 
son circuit to produce a pulse. The delayed sequencer output pulse se t s  up the control to hold this 
reference voltage generator in the active mode. If a pulse appears on the output of the compara- 
tor,  the delayed sequencer pulse is prevented from enabling the control circuit; and i f  a pulse 
does not appear from the comparator, the control circuit is enabled to allow this reference voltage 
generator to be triggered on the remaining clock pulses. 
The preset  pulse for the sequencer is applied at the time of the leading edge of the word gate 
pulse, so that a t  the time of the first clock pulse, the sequencer is se t  up to transfer the one in 
core T 1  to core T2; and on the eighth pulse core T9 is set  up to produce an output. 
BLOCK D I A G R A M  D E S C R I P T I O N  
Figure 14 is a complete block diagram of the converter and Figure 15 is a timing diagram 
showing only the pertinent waveforms required in the conversion process.  
The word gate input signal is applied to emitter follower EF-1 and amplifier A-21. Emitter 
follower EF-1 provides a high impedance load to the gate signal. Amplifier A-21 is provided with 
a source of collector load resistance voltage by the word gate signal during the word gate interval. 
The circuit w a s  arranged this way so that no matter what kind of failure may occur with the 
converter there will  be no output except during the gating interval. This was felt to be necessary 
because this converter sha res  the outputs of other experiments tied to this same point. Any 
malfunction within the converter could take out all of the experiments. Four diodes, wired in 
series-parallel, are placed in se r i e s  with the output signal so that a short  to ground will  not 
short  out the output signal of all of the other experiments. 
The word gate input signal may have a maximum rise time of 50 microseconds. Amplifiers 
A-1, A-2, and A-3 a r e  used to improve this r i s e  time and invert the signal so that a negative 
tr igger may be applied to BO- 1 at the leading edge of the word gate pulse. The output of BO- 1 
drives A-5 which p rese t s  the core  flip-flop and sequencer. The overshoot f rom BO-1 triggers 
BO-2. Blocking oscillator BO-2 drives A-8 to provide a pulse to disable all of the memory ele- 
ments, clearing out the information that remained in the memory elements from the preceding 
conversion. 
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' The 400 cps clock input signal is applied to 
a high input impedance amplifier, A-6. This 
amplifier is gated on only during the 20 milli- 
second word gate pulse interval, so that there  
will be just  8clock pulses appearing on the out- 
put of A-6 during each gating interval. Ampli- 
fier A-6 inverts the clock signal and, on each 
positive-going swing of the input signal, pro- 
vides a reset pulse to the transistor flip flop 
through emitter follower EF-3. This forces the 
binary output to be in the "zero" state in prep- 
aration for the next binary bit to be formed on 
the negative half cycle of the 400 cps clock in- 
put signal. 
The r i s e  and fall t ime of the clock input 
may have a maximum value of 5 microseconds. 
Amplifiers A-6 and A-7 improve this r i s e  and 
fall time and present a negative tr igger pulse to 
BO-3 at each negative-going half cycle of the 
clock input signal. This  pulse is used to drive 
A-10, for switching the core flip flop, and A-9, 
20 ms WORD 
GATE INPUT I- 20 ms I 
L -400 CPS + b l . 2 5  ms 
CLOCK INPUT 1 
EF-3 r
BO- 1 ( IO p s )  
BO-2 (20 p s )  
4T 10 IJS 
1 k 1 . 2 5 m s  B O - 3 ( 3  p s )  +... 
SEQUENCER a ,  I--- 
A - 9  OUTPUT 
---- READ ALL M.E. 
REF. B.O. 2 7  L... 
60-4 ( 4 p s )  +--- 
~... 8 0 - 7  (12  I J S )  - ;------ 
8 0 - 6  (12 I J S )  -.- 
B O - 5 ( 4 p s )  -nr-. . . 
BINARY OUTPUT 7r-- 
DELAY ED A... 
SEQUENCER a 
Figure 15-Timing diagram. 
for reading all of the memory elements simultaneously. In the case  of the first binary bit, Z 7 ,  
there  will be no output f rom any of the memory elements and sequencer output a,  will tr igger ref- 
erence BO, 2 7 .  Output a ;  also switches the first core in the delayed sequencer. If we assume the 
0 to  5 volts analog input is la rger  than the 2' reference voltage, BO-7 wil l  not be triggered. 
The overshoot of BO-3 t r iggers  BO-4. Blocking oscillator BO-4 provides a 4 microsecond 
delay to  give t ime for  the reference BO to apply a pulse to the comparator and for BO-7 to be 
triggered. The overshoot of BO-4 t r iggers  BO-6 and BO-5. Blocking oscillator BO-5 applies a 
signal to A-19. In this case,  since BO-7 was not triggered, an output will appear on A-19 and the 
transistor flip flop will cause a "one" to be formed in the binary output. If BO-7 had been trig- 
gered A-18 would inhibit A-19 so that there would be no trigger to the flip-flop and a "zero'' would 
be formed in the binary output. 
BO-5 also dr ives  A-13. Amplifier A-13 provides a pulse to the delayed sequencer. This  
pulse causes the first core  in the delayed sequencer, previously switched by sequencer output a 7 ,  
to provide an output a; which in turn is applied to a gate. This gate is controlled by BO-7 and, 
since BO-7 did not tr igger in this case,  pulse a; enables memory element number 7 so that on 
subsequent read pulses f rom A-9, reference BO-7 w i l l  continue to  be triggered. If BO-7 had been 
triggered, output a; would have been blocked and memory element number 7 would not have been 
enabled. 
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Blocking oscillator BO-6, triggered by BO-4, drives A-14. The output of A-14 provides a ' 
pulse to reset all of the reference BO's. In this case only reference BO- 15 (2 ') will reset;  how- 
ever,  the circuit is arranged so that one o r  all of the reference BO's wi l l  be reset i f  required. 
This explains the sequence of operation for the first bit. The remaining 7 bits a r e  formed in 
exactly the same way; the only difference is that the sequencer output t ransfers  to the next output 
each time. 
Amplifier A-26 blocks the comparator during the interval between word gate pulses. This was 
necessary since output of the electrometer went negative because of an interface reaction between 
the electrometer amplifier and the comparator. This reaction occurred only on the most sensitive 
range with no signal input, and caused a relaxation-type oscillation to be set  up that w a s  not cor- 
rected until the electrometer output signal was increased to +0.3 volts. This reaction occurred 
at some time af ter  the binary conversion, therefore by blocking the comparator between word gate 
pulses it was possible to eliminate the instability and to measure down to the d-c off-set of the 
electrometer, 
SPECIFICATIONS 
Mechanical 
a )  Size: 4-1/2 x 3 x 1 inches excluding connector and mounting flanges (see Figure 1). 
b) Weight: 400 grams. 
c)  Fully encapsulated wi th  commercially available epoxy adhesive. 
d) Vibration: 15G, 5 to 2000 cps. 
Electrical 
a )  Analog input voltage: 0 to +5.1 volts d-c. 
b) Analog input resistance: 
1) 45.5 kilohms a t  -20°C. and +.04 volt analog input. 
2 )  52.5 kilohms at +60"C. and +5  volt analog input. 
c )  Temperature: -20°C to +60°C. 
d) Power supply voltages: 
1) +16.2 to +21 volts d-c at 2.6 ma. (current measured at 1 8 . 5 ~ ) .  
2 )  -7.000 +O.l% volts d-c  at 1.8 ma. 
3)  +5.000 * O . l %  volts d-c at 1.1 ma. 
e )  Power input: Approximately 70 milliwatts total. The converter by itself, including the 
flip-flop but without amplifiers, requires 20 milliwatts. The pulse logic circuit by itself 
requires 0.37 milliwatts. 
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f) Accuracy: *0.5% full  scale over the temperature range of -20°C. to +60°C. 
g) Binary output: Serial with the most significant bit first. Binary "one" is zero volts and 
binary "zero" is + 16 volts. 
h) Binary output impedance: 200 kilohms. 
i) Clock input requirements: 0 to + 5  volts, 400 cps, square wave with maximum r i s e  and fall 
time of 5 microseconds. Positive-going half cycle must coincide with the beginning of the 
word gate. 
j )  Word gate input requirements: 0 to +16 volts, 20 milliseconds long with a maximum r i s e  
time of 50 microseconds. Must be positive during the gating interval. 
k) Word rate: Approximately 1.5 per  second. 
1) Clock input resistance: lOOK ohm. 
m) Word gate input resistance: 70 kilohms. 
C I R C U I T  DIAGRAM 
The complete circuit diagram is shown in Figure 16. Each of the amplifiers and blocking 
oscillators a r e  labeled the same as in the block diagram. All of the circuits not already described 
are straightforward, therefore no detailed circuit description wil l  be made. 
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